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Getting started

You can download the latest VipTool version from our department homepage:
http://www.fernuni-hagen.de/sttp/forschung/vip_tool.shtml.

Figure 1: VipTool Homepage
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Please download VipTool, Test Languages and Insurance Examples from this page
and unzip the three zip-files.

Figure 2: VipTool, Test Languages and Insurance Examples
The VipTool 6.0.3 folder contains start scripts for Windows and Linux. The subfolder default contains a backup of the workspace and the subfolder viptool contains the
used workspace. The reset* scripts restore the default workspace by recursive deleting
the used workspace (folder viptool) and copying the contents of default into viptool.

Figure 3: VipTool 6.0.3 folder
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You can run the start scripts by clicking on the icon or from terminal.

Figure 4: Run from terminal
When VipTool is started you see the example of the paper Folding Partially Ordered
Runs into Workflow Nets. The upper section contains the result of the folding algorithm
and the lower sections show the used labelled partial orders.

Figure 5: Folding Partially Ordered Runs into Workflow Nets example
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Loading examples

Please close all open files.

Figure 6: VipTool
You can load the Test Languages or the Insurance Examples by clicking File →
Load... → Project.

Figure 7: Load a project
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Select one of the Project files (*.prj).

Figure 8: Projects are saved as prj files
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After loading a project, you can inspect the contained files by clicking on the project
and open files by double clicking. Open files are shown as tabs on the right side of the
tool. If you open a file, VipTool shows the file type specific editing operations in the
toolbar.

Figure 9: Insurance example
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Running algorithms

To run one of our algorithms, you have to select the input for the algorithm in the
project tree (with shift and ctrl). If you right click on one of the selected files, VipTool
shows a selection of algorithms which can use the selected files as input. For example,
in figure 10 a set of three labelled partial order files are selected and these files can be
used as input for our folding algorithm (Fold workflow net) or for a synthesis algorithm
(Synthesize petrinet). If you select other file types, you can choose other algorithms.

Figure 10: VipTool algorithms
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If you run the synthesize algorithm, you have to choose a name and a folder for the
new calculated Petri net.

Figure 11: Name of generated file
The output file is opened as new tab on the right side. To see the result, run the layout algorithm from the upper toolbar to layout the output of the synthesize algorithm.

Figure 12: VipTool Homepage
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Different algorithms produce different types of output files. If you run the folding
algorithm, you will get a workflow Petri net.

Figure 13: VipTool Homepage
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Using other tools

The VipTool file format of Petri net files (.pnml) is a PNML like format, but not exactly
PNML. If you want to use VipTool Petri nets with other tools like WoPeD or ProM you
can download the VipTool2PNML file converter from our homepage (requires at least
Java 8u31) to convert VipTool pnml files into a compatible format.
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